
Allure UNITOUCH
Occupant focused interface with touchscreen, sensors, and mobile
app support
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Intuitive interface for a modernized occupant experience

= Elegant and compact design,
provides a modern appearance
when installed in any environment

= Mobile app compatibility: comfort
settings can be controlled from
anywhere in your office, hotel
room, etc. using the my
PERSONIFY mobile app

= Supports Bluetooth® low energy
technology for easy system
connection and secure
authentication

= Unique user experience and an
intuitive control scheme for control
of temperature, fan speed,
lighting, and sunblinds, from a
single device

= Distinctive solution that offers
advanced technologies within a
single product: Bluetooth low
energy, glass front panel,
capacitive touchscreen, LCD color
display, sensors, etc.

= Multi-sensing capabilities
(temperature, humidity, and CO2)
using one wire and one
connection

= Home and menu images can be
customized to display, for
example, the installer's logo or
end-client’s logo

= Quick and easy installation: both
power and communication pass
through a single Cat 5e cable for
reduced installation costs. Two
RJ-45 ports facilitate the daisy-
chain connections to room devices

= Configurable using EC-
gfxProgram to customize the user
interface: applications
(temperature, lighting, etc.),
images, languages, and more

= Allure UNITOUCH is compatible
with the Smart Room Control
solution
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Enhanced Occupant Experience

The Allure UNITOUCH is compatible with the my PERSONIFY app for easy control of all comfort parameters directly from a
mobile device.
It is part of ECLYPSE Sky Ecosystem, a powerful solution embedding wireless technology to manage connected spaces and
create a market-leading user experience.

Allure UNITOUCH
State-of-the-art touchscreen user interface
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Temperature        Wireless         User Interface        Bluetooth

EC-Multi-Sensor-BLE
One discrete device sensing
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my PERSONIFY
Control your comfort from your desk
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